ourselves revising and refining our ideas about what it means to solve a problem and what problems can be effectively solved. One might expect the seemingly endless increases in computational speed and memory size to diminish the urgency of such computational matters, but the opposite seems to be the case. Humankind, ever inquisitive and acquisitive, apparently reacts to such technological breakthroughs by asking questions such as "What new problems do we need to solve?", "Can we solve even larger instances of the problem?", and "Can we improve the accuracy of computed solutions?"
As a consequence, mathematics (and theoretical computer science) has been enriched by an important, vigorous, and relatively new subject area, that of computational complexity. Instead of viewing a problem in terms of finding and analyzing a particular algorithm to solve it, computational complexity addresses the inherent computational characteristics of the general problem (as a function of its "size" or the "error" of computed solutions). One seeks upper bounds (which emerge from looking at specific algorithms) and the often more important and difficult lower bounds on the complexity of problems.
While the early emphasis in computational complexity is commonly associated with discrete problems (for example, traveling salesperson, bin packing, and primality testing), there is also substantial literature starting with the work of Sard [1949] , Nikolskij [1950] , and Kiefer [1953] on the complexity of continuous problems (see Traub and Wozniakowski [1980, pp. 278-280] for a brief history). More recently there has been considerable interest among mathematicians in the complexity of continuous problems, sparked by the work of Smale [1985, 1986a] and especially Smale [1985] , which contains extensive references to other such work.
Many problems arising in the mathematical sciences have the characteristic that information relevant to their solution is either partial or contaminated. For example, since a digital computer can only manipulate a finite set of numbers, any problem whose domain of possible problem elements is infinitedimensional will of necessity have only partial information. For most problems with partial or contaminated information only approximate solutions are possible. Given the ubiquity of problems for which information is either not fully available, imprecise due to computational limitations, or purposely discarded to expedite a simplified solution, a general approach to treating approximate solution of such problems is clearly desirable.
The issues raised in the preceding paragraphs provide motivation for information-based complexity, an expanding research area concerned with the intrinsic difficulty of approximately solving problems based upon information that is partial, contaminated, and priced. In this article we present a mathematically oriented introduction to information-based complexity and a review of some of its current research results and directions. Our selection of topics will not be fully representative, relegating many important applications and technical details to bibliographic references. Instead we stress aspects of the theory that will highlight its elegance and its unifying connections with modern analysis.
To drop a few names, we shall encounter problems and techniques from functional analysis, numerical analysis, approximation theory, measure theory, probability theory, statistics, and partial differential equations.
Our primarily theoretical approach will first discuss the worst case setting. This will be followed by a more elaborate treatment of average case complexity, an increasingly important focus of recent work on problems with either partial or complete information. The presentation has been organized to highlight what we regard as the major theorems of the subject. Interspersed throughout the paper and in the concluding section we also Hst ten open problems from information-based complexity that we think will be of interest to mathematicians.
For more details and references relating to work in information-based complexity up to 1980, see Traub and Wozniakowski [1980] , and also Micchelli and Rivlin [1977] , where a similar point of view is presented. A framework more general than the one we develop here can be found in Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wozniakowski [1983] . A recent survey of the field with somewhat less emphasis on mathematical abstraction and more on applications and examples is offered in Wozniakowski [1986a] . -For a precise definition of n(f) see . Any analysis of complexity requires a model of computation which specifies what operations are permitted and how much each operation "costs. " We use what is referred to as the real number model of computation. Thus we assume that
• Infinite-precision real numbers are used.
• Each information operation costs c units.
• Arithmetic operations (such as addition and scalar multiplication in G), comparisons, and evaluation of elementary functions are performed exactly and cost one unit each.
While this model is clearly oversimplified, we use it here to avoid being sidetracked by such admittedly important issues as round-off, machine specificity, and numerical stability. More general and realistic models of computation are certainly desirable for future work in information-based complexity, but we say no more about these here.
B. An integration example. To illustrate some of the above ideas we consider the problem of approximating the integral ƒ/ f(t) dt, where ƒ is chosen from a suitably defined class F of smooth functions. Assuming the existence of a subroutine that computes ƒ(/) for any t e [a, b] , we want to approximate the above integral with minimal cost. Formally we have:
For each ƒ e F we wish to compute an e-approximation. In this case we seek a real number x(f) such that
INFORMATION. Information operations are taken from the class A of function evaluations. Thus for any ƒ e F and any t e [a, b] we can compute f(t).
MODEL OF COMPUTATION. Each function evaluation costs c, c > 0. Arithmetic operations, comparisons, and elementary function evaluations can be performed at a cost of one unit each and with infinite precision (real number model of computation).
Anticipating a forthcoming general definition, we let comp(8) denote the minimal cost of computing e-approximations x(f) for the "worst" ƒ e F. In addition to obtaining a value for comp(e), we would naturally like to know at what points ƒ should be evaluated and how these values should be combined to compute an e-approximation x( ƒ ). In other words (and again anticipating definitions from a subsequent section), we would like optimal information and an optimal algorithm for the problem at hand.
We mention here the results for one particular class F consisting of periodic functions on the interval [0,2IT] whose (r -l)st derivatives are absolutely continuous and whose rth derivatives are bounded by 1 in the L°° norm. Based on results of Bakhvalov [1971] and Motornyj [1973] it turns out that comp(e) = (c+ l)f (2irK r /e)] + a e , where K r is the Favard constant,
and a e = -1 or 0.
Thus, for the domain F specified above, we know comp(e) to within the cost of one arithmetic operation. Letting n = | (27rK r /e) |, an optimal e-complexity algorithm for estimating the desired integral is given by the composite midpoint rule:
*</>=ïi/(^).
Consequently, values of ƒ at « "equally spaced" points turn out to be optimal e-complexity information.
We stress that these results depend strongly on the periodicity of functions in the class F. For other specifications of the problem domain F, a variety of different and more complex formulas are required for optimality (see Traub and Wozniakowski [1980] , which cites about 100 papers giving optimal formulas and complexity results for various classes F in the worst case setting). We return to a variant of this example when we consider the average case setting.
C. The radius and diameter of information. Returning to the general case, let a problem be specified by a solution operator S:F -> G and let N be an information operator on F supplying information N( ƒ ) for each ƒ in F. For any such ƒ let y = N( ƒ ) and consider the set S(N~l(y)) in the normed linear space G. Using the natural definition of the radius of a subset A of G, rad(v4) = inî x^G s\vç> a ç; A \\x -a\\, we define the worst case radius of information for the problem S with information N by r(N) = sup {md(s(N~l(y)))}.
y^N(F)
We now assume for what follows that the infimum in computing rad (S(N~l(y) )) is always attained. Then rad(5'(A^" 1 (j))) is the radius of the smallest ball in G containing the set of solutions to elements indistinguishable from ƒ using the information operator N. Thus r(N), which plays a crucial role in information-based complexity, gives the intrinsic worst case error or uncertainty present in solving the problem specified by S with information N. In terms of the idea of an e-approximation introduced earher, it is immediate that an e-approximation using the information operator JV can be found for every ƒ e F if and only if TV is such that r(N) < e.
Another useful way to measure intrinsic uncertainty of a problem and its information operator N is the diameter of information, d(N) , defined by d(N)= sup y< = N(F) {di2im (S(N~1(y) ))}, using the standard definition of the diameter of a subset in a normed linear space. Certain results in the theory are more easily developed in terms of the diameter, which is not generally twice the radius, but can easily be shown to satisfy r(N) Thus the radius of information gives us a sharp lower bound on the error obtained in approximating £ by any algorithm using the given information. It is natural, then, to define O to be an optimal error algorithm for the problem S with information N if e(0, N) = r(N).
Given an algorithm 0 and a model of computation, it is just a matter of bookkeeping to determine the cost of 4>. Given ƒ e F, let cost(N,f) denote the information cost of computing N(f). Recalling that c gives the cost of each information operation L involved in computing N( ƒ ) and letting n( ƒ ) denote the number of such operations, we have cost(N,f) > cn(f). In the nonadaptive case equality holds; for adaptive information there will be additional cost for the selection of the L t and, in general, cost(N,f)> cn(f). To use a specific algorithm $ on y = N( ƒ ) there will be a combinatory cost, cost(<ï>, y), of computing 4>(y). Using our model of computation, cost($, y) = k, where /: is the number of combinatory operations required. The worst case cost of an algorithm 4> using information TV can now be defined by
We are now ready to define our fundamental notion of complexity in the worst case setting. Given an error tolerance e ^ 0 for a problem S:F -> G, we define the e-complexity as the minimal cost of computing an e-approximation, comp(e) = inf{cost(^>,iV):0, N such that e($,N) < e).
An information operator N and an algorithm O using iV for which the above infimum is obtained are defined to be optimal e-complexity information and an optimal e-complexity algorithm, respectively. Since e is regarded as fixed, we generally omit "e-complexity" in future reference to these ideas.
With the exception of our admittedly specialized model of computation, the definition of complexity given above is very general, and intentionally so. It makes no ad hoc assumptions or restrictions on the kinds of information and algorithms that can compete for the designation of optimal. While this generality may be questioned on practical grounds, it makes any theoretical results we obtain that much stronger. The definition can be applied with e = 0 if an exact solution is called for.
Given a problem which can be modeled in the framework we have described, a major focus of "applied" information-based complexity is to find its e-complexity together with optimal information and an optimal algorithm. In this article we shall be more concerned with general results of the theory rather than application to particular problems.
III. Linear problems in a worst case setting. We now define and develop results for the important class of linear problems. While this narrows our scope significantly, problems of integration, linear differential and integral equations, approximation, and interpolation are linear, as are many problems stemming from linear models in a variety of fields.
A. Definition and a basic lemma. To define a linear problem we require that:
• The problem domain F is a convex balanced subset of a linear space F l over K. When convenient we shall assume that F is generated by a linear restriction operator T:F 1 -» X where X is a normed linear space and F = {ƒ e F x : y7/Il < 1}. The requirement that the convex balanced set F is generated by T is not a serious loss of generality (see Traub and Wozniakowski [1980, p. 32] ).
• The solution operator is defined by a linear operator S : F x -> G. Note that while we are only really interested in problem elements from F, it is convenient to be able to work within the linear space F v
• The collection A of allowable information operations must be a subset of the space of linear junctionals L:F -> K.
To illustrate the above ideas, we note that our integration example from Part II concerning integration of periodic functions is a linear problem. The domain F is the convex balanced set generated by the linear restriction operator T defined by Tf = f {r \ The linearity of the integral ensures that the solution operator S is linear. And the linear functional L providing information come from the collection A of function evaluations (each fixed t
The following basic result highlights the importance of the kernel of the information operator for linear problems with nonadaptive information. 
PROOF, (a) If there exists h in ker(A) n ker(7) with S(h) # 0, then ah e ker(A) n F for all a e K. It follows that ^(A^XO) is unbounded in G and hence has infinite radius.
(b) Given any y in N(F) and g l9 g 2 in F with N(g 1 ) = N(g 2 ) = y, set h = {g x -g 2 )/2 and note that h G ker(A) n F since F is balanced and convex. Thus, ||5( gl ) -S(g 2 )\\ = 2\\S(h)\\ < 2sup, eker( " )nF {||S(/0||}. Taking the supremum first over g v g 2 e N x (y) and then over y G iV(F), we get d(N) < 2sup Aeker(^)nF {||5'(/i)||}. The reverse inequality follows by noting that for any h e ker(Af) Pi F we also have -h e ker(N) n F, so that 2||5(
Since problems with infinite radius of information are of no great interest to us (there will always be infinite error yet every algorithm is optimal), we henceforth assume r(N) < oo. Thanks to (a) of the Lemma, we will then always have ker(AT) n ker(r) ç ker (S) .
B. Adaptive vs. nonadaptive information. It is not surprising that for general problems adaptive information can be significantly more powerful than nonadaptive information. For instance, finding a root for continuous functions on a closed interval [a, b] (with oppositely signed values at the endpoints) by the well-known adaptive bisection algorithm yields a radius of information proportional to 1/2 W , where n is the number of function evaluations (i.e., the cardinality of the information on ƒ). The best nonadaptive methods give a radius proportional to 1/n. This problem is studied in full generaUty in Sikorski [1982] .
It is both significant and surprising that for linear problems in the worst case setting, adaption is not substantially more powerful than nonadaption. Indeed, let N a be a linear adaptive information operator. For any ƒ in F we then have
where each £,-(•; y l9 ..., y^i) is a linear functional from A. Define a corresponding nonadaptive information operator Af non by setting
where n (0) is the cardinality of N a applied to the problem element 0. Note that jynon « s i mear anc | nonadaptive since the linear functionals defining it are independent of problem elements ƒ. THEOREM 
For any linear problem in the worst case setting we have
PROOF, (a) We use Lemma 1 and the fact that ker(Af
(b) This follows from (a) and the fact that r(N)
The first version of this theorem was proved by Bakhvalov [1971] for the case where the solution operator is a linear functional and the information N is of fixed cardinality n = «(ƒ). For a general solution operator and fixed cardinality see Gal and Micchelli [1980] and Traub and Wozniakowski [1980] . The general case is due to Wasilkowski [1986a] , who also provides results in the average case setting.
The theorem tells us that, in the worst case, the far more general structure of adaptive information cannot decrease the uncertainty by more than a factor of two as compared to nonadaptive information of the same cardinality. We note that (b) can be strengthened to r(N non ) = r(N a ) in cases where the radius of information is half of its diameter. While the radius and diameter do not always have this relationship, no linear problem (and information) has been found for which the adaptive radius is less than the nonadaptive radius.
OPEN PROBLEM 1. Prove that r(N a ) = r(N non ) for all Hnear problems or find a linear problem with r(N a ) < r(N non ). With the above as justification, we restrict ourselves to nonadaptive information for the duration of our discussion of linear problems in the worst case setting.
C. The existence of linear optimal error algorithms. Given a linear problem S:F -> G with nonadaptive information defined by N:
, it is natural to consider linear algorithms for approximating S. Accordingly, we require a linear algorithm $ :
Since the g-are independent of ƒ, they can be precomputed. Thus, in addition to their simplicity and ease of implementation, linear algorithms have combinatory cost proportional to n (n scalar multiplications and n -1 additions in G).
Having indicated that Hnear algorithms have pleasing properties as far as cost is concerned, we now consider the important matter of whether a linear problem will always have an optimal error algorithm which is linear-i.e., given S and N linear, does there exist a linear <J > such that e($, N) = r(N)l This question has an interesting history, beginning with the observation that numerous linear problems of practical importance turn out to have linear optimal error algorithms (see Traub and Wozniakowski [1980] for specifics). Below we outline some of the positive and negative results (for the worst case setting) that have recently been obtained (see Packel [1986b] for more detail). PROOF. The real (K = U) case is due to Smolyak [1965] and the complex case to Osipenko [1976] . The proof for M uses the convexity of F and a separating hyperplane theorem to produce a linear optimal algorithm. The real case is extended by MicchelH and Rivlin [1977] to the case of "perturbed" information (N(f) is only known to within a certain error bound). This is done by creating a corresponding problem with "exact" information.
THEOREM 4. Let F = {f ^ F l :\\T(f)\\ ^1} be generated by a linear restriction operator T:F 1 -*H where H is a Hilbert space and let T(ker(N)) be closed in H. Then a linear problem determined by S and N on F has a linear optimal error algorithm.
PROOF. Micchelli and Rivlin [1977] treats the special case where T is the identity operator. In Traub and Wozniakowski [1980, Chapter 4 ] the general result is presented. The argument uses the fact that a closed convex set in Hilbert space has a unique element of smallest norm and makes heavy use of orthogonality arguments. The resulting Hnear optimal error algorithm turns out to be a spline algorithm and bears witness to the close connection between the notion of optimal error algorithms and the theory of approximation by splines (see Atteia [1965] , Holmes [1972] ).
Any hope of a fully general result was laid to rest by Micchelli in 1978. His example (which can be found in Traub and Wozniakowski [1980, p. 60] ) provides a linear problem from IR 3 to U 2 endowed with the l 4 norm for which no optimal linear error algorithm exists. Somewhat simpler counterexamples are presented in Packel [1986a] and Packel [1986b] .
In each of the examples referred to in the above paragraph it turns out that there exists a hnear algorithm O whose error is not appreciably larger than the radius of information, i.e., e(3>, N)/r(N) < 2. This suggests the following question: "Does there exist a constant d (hopefully "close" to 1) such that
for every linear problem?" Werschulz and Wozniakowski [1986] answers this question in the negative by exhibiting a class of linear problems whose radii r(N) are finite but for which the error of any linear algorithm is infinite. Furthermore, the information N can be chosen to make r(N) arbitrarily small. As an added bonus, a special case of these linear problems (and the example which motivated the discovery of the class of counterexamples) is the inversion of a finite Laplace transform, a problem arising in remote sensing (see Twomey [1977] ).
Thus there are linear problems whose best Hnear algorithms do very badly, and such problems are not merely artificial constructs. The now questionable intuition that general Hnear problems ought to have Hnear optimal error algorithms can be partially resurrected by allowing an extended codomain for the solution operator (and its approximating algorithms). In what follows we use the notation B(X) to denote the bounded, scalar-valued functions on a topological space X.
THEOREM 5. Given a linear problem S:F -> G, there exists (i) A compact Hausdorff space X such that G is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of B(X).
(
ii) A linear optimal error algorithm 0 : N(F) -> B(X) satisfying \\*(N(f))-A (S(f))\\*ir(N) for all f in F, where A (S(F)) denotes the isometric image ofS(f) in B(X).
PROOF. See Packel [1986a] for details. Part (i) follows immediately from a standard corollary to the Banach-Alaoglu theorem stating that any normed linear space is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of some C(X), the bounded continuous functions on X. In our case X is the unit ball in the conjugate space of G endowed with the weak* topology and the isometric action is provided by the Gelfand map which imbeds G in its second conjugate space. The optimal error algorithm promised in part (ii) is obtained by applying Theorem 3 for each fixed xel and showing that the linear algorithm that results when x is varied is bounded on X for each N(f). Rather than having its value restricted to G, this algorithm takes on values in the vastly larger space B(X) containing a copy of G as a subspace.
Thus there is a real but highly impractical sense in which linear problems do have linear optimal error algorithms. We believe the full story has yet to unfold on this general topic.
OPEN PROBLEM 2. Prove that, perhaps with additional conditions on S, linear optimal error algorithms can be found with range restricted to the space
C(X).
OPEN PROBLEM 3. Without allowing extended codomain, find some more general conditions than those of Theorem 3 and 4 under which linear problems must have linear optimal error algorithms.
D. e-complexity and optimal information for linear problems. With Theorem 2 as our justification, we consider linear problems with nonadaptive information N = [L 1? ..., LJ, where the L t are chosen from a class A of linear functionals on F. For information of a fixed cardinality «, we would like to choose N to minimize both the cost of an algorithm using N and the radius of information for N. Under our real number model of computation (and assuming each linear functional evaluation has constant cost), the cost of a linear algorithm depends only on n. Accordingly, we concentrate on minimizing r(N).
For each fixed positive integer «, define the nth minimal radius of information r(n) = r(N*) by
An information operator N*, should one exist, for which the infimum is attained is called nth optimal error information. Such information will ensure a minimum intrinsic error r(n) for the given solution operator and fixed cardinality of information n. To illustrate the above we consider a linear problem S:F l ->G where G is a Hubert space. Let the problem domain F Q F 1 be generated by a bijective restriction operator T:F 1 -> H, where H is also a Hubert space (the setting could be generalized somewhat, but we opt for simplicity here). Let A be the class of all linear functionals on F l and assume that the positive operator A.H^H defined by A = (ST~x)*ST~l is a compact operator. Letting \ t and x t denote the Zth eigenvalue-orthonormal eigenvector pair for A {Ax t = A/*,.) ordered so that X x > X 2 > • • • , the following pleasing result emerges. THEOREM 6. In the above Hubert space setting, nth optimal information is given by N*(f) = [(7/, x x ), (7/, x 2 ),..., (Tf, x n ) ]. The unique optimal error algorithm using this information is given by $ opt (W)) = £(Tf,x t )ST-\ t i=\ with error given by e(<t>°P\N n *) = r(n) = ft^;.
PROOF. The full development for a more general result along these lines can be found in Traub and Wozniakowski [1980] . The key to the argument in our case is to expand Tf as its "Fourier series," Tf= HfL l (Tf,x i By standard orthogonality arguments and the ordering of the A,, it follows that N* minimizes the norm of the above quantity. Furthermore, the worst case ƒ is given by ƒ = T~lx n + l , yielding a squared error of (ST~1x n+1 , ST~1x n+l ) = (Ax n ± l ,x n + l ) = X n+1 (x n+l ,x n + l ) = A" +1 . We note further that, thanks to the compactness of A, the errors approach 0 as the cardinality of information n increases. As indicated in the "proof of Theorem 4 the optimal error algorithm is an approximation by splines, a lovely connection with the theory of splines which we briefly elaborate upon in Part V.
Returning to the matter of e-eomplexity for general linear problems, we will keep our error within e by using n th optimal error information N n * with n = m(e) = min{cardinality of N : r(N) < e) .
From this we conclude that it is necessary to compute at least m(e) evaluations, each with cost c, in order to compute an e-approximation. Thus comp(e) > cm(e). If, on the other hand, there exists an optimal error algorithm $ using nth optimal information N* whose combinatory cost is dominated by information cost (i.e., e(0, N*) = r(N n *) and cost(^,iV n *(/))«cost(7V n *,/)), then comp(e) « cm(e). This holds if there exists a linear optimal error algorithm using A^"*. Indeed, in this case we have comp(e) < (c + 2)m(e) -1. In the common situation where c :» 1, we then get comp(e) ~ cm(e).
For the linear problems mentioned in §C that do not have linear optimal error algorithms, one can find nonlinear optimal error algorithms whose combinatory cost is essentially less than the information cost whenever c » 1. Thus comp(e) ~ cm{e) also holds for such linear problems. We believe that this is true in general and propose the following open problem.
OPEN PROBLEM 4. For the general linear problem (or significant subclasses thereof) and for c ^> 1, prove that comp(e) ~ cm(e).
In the Hubert space example just considered it follows that m(e) = min{n : /Â" w + 1 < e}. We can thus conclude that the information A^( e) and the algorithm O opt from the example are almost optimal, with comp(e) « cost (<I> opt , N* (e) ) « cm(e). By choosing the operators S and T so that X t goes to zero arbitrarily slowly, we can make m(e) blow up arbitrarily fast as e approaches zero. Thus there exist linear problems with arbitrarily large complexity. It can further be shown that there are no "gaps" in the complexity functions (Traub and Wozniakowski [1980, Chapter 5] ) in the sense that for any increasing function g one can find a linear problem for which comp(e) « cg(l/e) for small positive e. This provides an interesting contrast with the theory of recursively computable functions, where complexity gaps are known to occur (Borodin [1972] ).
IV. Average case setting. We now take a view which requires more optimism (the worst is not expected) and more prior knowledge (a probability distribution on problem elements can be assumed). In the average case setting we replace worst case error and cost by corresponding average case formulations. We sidestep significant practical issues dealing with the appropriateness of an average case model and how a specific probability distribution might be obtained for a problem. We note from the references below, however, that an average case approach to algorithmic analysis has gained considerable attention in theoretical computer science and is attracting increasing attention from mathematicians as well. The reader will find our treatment of this material, much of which is very recent, to be somewhat more technical and detailed than the worst case development.
A. Historical summary. Many important discrete and continuous problems defined on finite-dimensional spaces have been analyzed "on the average." These problems have been studied assuming complete information and atomic or weighted Lebesgue measure. A partial list of papers include Karp [1976 Karp [ , 1979 Karp [ , 1980 , Karp and Luby [1983, 1985] , and Rabin [1976 Rabin [ , 1983 Rabin [ , 1986 ] for discrete problems; Blum and Shub [1986] for the evaluation of rational functions; Renegar [1984] , Smale [1985, 1986a] , and Smale [1981 Smale [ , 1985 for polynomial zero finding; and Adler and Megiddo [1985] , Adler, Karp, and Shamir [1983] , and Smale [1983a Smale [ , 1983b Smale [ , 1985 for linear programming.
As far as we know, the first paper dealing with the average case in what can be regarded as an information-based setting is due to Suldin [1959 Suldin [ ,1960 , who studied the integration problem for the class of continuous functions equipped with the classical Wiener measure. Larkin, in a series of pioneering papers commencing with Larkin [1972] , studied the approximation of linear problems using a Gaussian measure. Both Suldin and Larkin restricted themselves to linear algorithms using nonadaptive information.
There is also an interesting stream of work in the statistical literature dealing with the approximation of linear functionals defined on function spaces. Linear algorithms are primarily studied and information, assumed to be nonadaptive, consists of function and derivative evaluations. In such cases, full knowledge of a measure on the problem elements is not needed. It is enough to know the mean and correlation operator of the measure. A partial list of references includes Kimeldorf and Wahba [1970a, 1970b] , Sacks and Ylvisaker [1970] , Wahba [1971 Wahba [ , 1978 , and Ylvisaker [1975] . Relations between Bayesian statistics and average case information-based complexity are explored in Kadane and Wasilkowski [1985] .
The average case setting with adaptive linear information and unrestricted classes of algorithms is currently under intense investigation. Parts IV and V of this paper are devoted to an exposition of selected recent results. B. Basic formulation. As before we want to approximate S(f) for problem elements ƒ chosen from a set F. The first issue faced in developing an average case model is that of assuming a probability measure /x on the set F. Using statistical language, we interpret /x as an a priori measure. It represents our belief about the distribution of problem elements ƒ. Assuming that the solution operator S.F -> G is measurable, the probability measure v = \iS~l is an a priori measure of solution elements Sf. Both JU, and v represent distributions which are known before any information about problem elements ƒ has been computed.
If F is a subset of /c-dimensional Euclidean space U k , a natural choice for JLI is a weighted Lebesgue measure, fi(A) = f A p(f)df, where A is a Borel subset of R *. Here p:U k ^> U+is a, density function. Since many problems encountered in information-based complexity are defined on subsets of infinite-dimensional spaces, the choice of /x is generally not so obvious. Indeed, there exist no Lebesgue-type measures on infinitedimensional spaces. In considering " infinite-dimensional" measures for such problems we propose that (at least theoretically) Wiener measures and, more generally, Gaussian measures serve as good candidates for the average case setting.
Assuming that a probability measure ju on F has been chosen, we proceed as follows. Let N be an information operator as defined in §A of Part II and let <3> : N(F) -» G be an algorithm using N. The average error of $ is defined by
e^^,N)=l [ f F \\S(f)-HN(f))f l j,(df) ] i ,
where p e [1, oo). Here we assume that <É> is chosen so that the above integrand is measurable. We also assume that
The average cost of 0 is given by
where, as defined earlier, cost(Af, ƒ ) is the information cost of computing N(f) and cost (<É>, N(f)) is the combinatory cost of computing 0(7V( ƒ )). Given e > 0, the average e-complexity can now be defined as comp ave (e) = inf{cost ave (<ï>, JV):0,# such that e âve (<fr,N) < e}.
Thus the average e-complexity is the minimal average cost of computing approximations whose average error does not exceed e. A survey of recent results for the average case setting can be found in Wasilkowski [1985] . C. Average radius of information. Our definition of the average radius of information will follow that of Wasilkowski [1983] . Given a problem element ƒ and its computed information y = N(f), we again concentrate on SN~1(y), the set of indistinguishable solution elements with respect to a given solution operator S:F -> G. In the worst case setting it was natural to define the */ V (worst case) radius of a subset A of the normed space G by rad(^4) = inf xGG sup aG/4 ||x -a\\. For the average case setting we would like to replace the maximal distance of \\x -a\\ by its average value. Assuming for the moment that an appropriate probability measure v A is available on A, the average radius of A is defined by rad ave (^) = inf ( /* ||JC -
It is evident that rad ave (^4) < rad(^). With the set SN~l(y) playing the role of A, what measure should be chosen to represent the distribution of solution elements from SN~1(y)l Clearly this measure must depend on the a priori measure JU, over F, on the information operator N, and on the value y = N( ƒ ). To get such a measure we assume that N is a measurable mapping. Then /x 1 = fiN' 1 is well defined and is a probability measure on the Borel sets of N(F). For a measurable set A ç N(F), \i x (A) gives the probability that information N takes values from A.
We now assume that there exists a unique (modulo sets of JU 1 measure zero) family of conditional probability measures ti 2 (M\y) defined on Borel sets of F such that
for almost all ƒ e N(F). (ii) n 2 (B\M) is /^-measurable for any Borel set B of F. (iii) n(B)= ( ii 2 (B\y)i)i l {dy) V Borel sets B of F. J N(F)
Such a family JU 2 will exist, for instance, if F is a measurable subset of a separable Banach space (see Parthasarathy [1967, p. 147] ). Property (i) requires that /x 2 (B| y) be concentrated on the set N~\y) of problem elements yielding the same information. Property (ii) ensures that the integral in (iii) is well defined. The essence of (iii) is that for any measurable function h:F -> IR + we have
ƒ h(f)»(df) = ƒ If h(f) H {df\y))»i(dy).
Thus, we can first integrate over elements that share the same information and then over all information values y.
We are now ready to define the measure ^(B|^) for the set SN~\y). For each measurable set C of G, let
As a result of (i), v(C \ y) = n 2 (S-\C) n ^(.y) | y) and p(SN~l(y) \y)=l. Thus, *>(• | y) is a probability measure on SN~1(y).
Using statistical language, we may say that the measure v(M\y) is an a posteriori measure that represents our belief about the distribution of solution elements which are indistinguishable after the information y = N( f ) has been computed.
The average radius of SN~1(y) can now be defined using v by
The (global) average radius of information is then defined as the average value of rad ave (S7V -1 ) with respect to the measure fx v Thus,
It follows immediately that r ave (7V) < r(N). We now show that the average radius of information is a sharp lower bound on the average error of any algorithm using N. Indeed, from (iii) the error of an algorithm 3> can be expressed as
[e™(9,N)]>=f
If ||S/-*(^)ir/i2(4ri^))/ii(*).
J N(F) \ J N-\y) J
Changing variables via a = Sf, we get
p . The single inequality above suggests that to construct an optimal error algorithm $ we should define <È>(.y) for each y G N(F) as follows. Choose <&(y) = x where x e G enables the infimum to be attained: x\(v(da\y) .
If the infimum cannot be attained, $( >0 should be chosen so that a value that is "close" to the infimum results. We have thus proved the following theorem, first presented in Wasilkowski [1983] . 
Thus we can find an average case e-approximation based on N if and only if r ayc (N) < e (modulo a technical assumption that the infimum is attained).

D. Optimal error algorithms.
In the previous section the conceptual construction of an optimal error algorithm was given. We now specialize this construction by assuming additional structure on the problem domain F and/or its codomain G. For simplicity we take p = 2 in the definition of the average error of an algorithm.
Assume that G is a Hubert space over M with inner product denoted by (•,•). We define the mean element m y e G of an a posteriori measure *>(• | y) by noting that
defines a bounded linear functional on G and hence a unique element m y ^ G. Recalling equation (I) above (with p = 2) and expanding \\a -x\\ 2 = (a -x,a -x) , we obtain
It follows by inspection that a minimum (with respect toi) results precisely when x = m y , so $>(y) = m y minimizes the average error. Thus, choosing the mean of the a posteriori measure *>(B|^) defines an optimal error algorithm. This approach was used by Wasilkowski [1983] to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 8. Let S :F' -> G with G a Hubert space. Let [i be a probability measure on F with respect to which S and the information N are measurable. Let \L 2 be a family of conditional probability measures satisfying (i)-(iii) above. Then an optimal error algorithm $ is provided by defining, for each y e N(F\ $>(y) = m where m y is the mean of the conditional probability measure v(M\y) obtained from \x 2 by v(C
In general it is hard to compute the mean m of an a posteriori measure. However, if F is a separable Banach space equipped with a Gaussian measure jit, the mean m^ can be obtained in a relatively simple way. Since an essential role in the average case setting is played by Gaussian measures, we briefly recall their definition and some key properties (see Kuo [1975] , Skorohod [1974], and Vakhania [1981] ).
In the case where F = U k , ^-dimensional Euclidean space, a measure ju is Gaussian if, for any Borel set A of U k ,
where m^ e U k and C^ is a k by k positive definite matrix. Now let F be a separable Banach space and JU, a probability measure on F. Then \x is Gaussian iff JUL" 1 is a one-dimensional Gaussian measure for every continuous linear functional LGF*.
Gaussian measures can also be defined by using their characteristic functional. The characteristic functional ty : F * -> C of a probability measure fi on the Borel sets of F is defined by
A measure /x will be Gaussian if and only if its characteristic functional is of the form
for some linear operator C M :F* -> F and some m^ e F. The element m^ is called the mean element of JU, and is defined by the property
The operator C^ is called the correlation operator of /x and is defined by the property For the measure underlying an average case analysis we let JU be the Wiener measure applied to rth derivatives,
where w is the standard Wiener measure (a special case of a Gaussian measure) on C[0,1]. We seek an e-approximation using function evaluations ( ƒ and its first r derivatives) as our set A of allowable information operations. Based on results to be stated subsequently (Wasilkowski [1986a] where 0 < t x < t 2 < • • • < t p < 1, k t < r, and n = card(A) = k x + • • • +k p are fixed. Results for this linear problem (see Lee and Wasilkowski [1986] ) yield an estimate* r ave (A) = Q(n~( r+l) ) with this bound achievable from information consisting of equally spaced function evaluations:
*We say g(n) = Q(h(n)) if there exist positive constants c and C with ch(n) < g(n) for n > C. By g(n) = ©(/*(>)) we mean g(n) = Q(h(n)) and h{n) = ti(g(n)), i.e., there exist positive constants c x ,c 2 , and C with q/2(n) < g(n) < c 2 h(n) for n > C. An analogous definition applies when the parameter e -> 0 replaces n -> oo.
Furthermore, an optimal error algorithm for this information is the /A-spline
where o is the natural spline of degree 2r 4-1. Finally, an estimate for the average e-complexity is comp ave (e) = ©((l/e) 1/(r+1) ). Thus we know the average complexity up to a constant.
V. Linear problems in an average case setting. Continuing our quest for an optimal error algorithm, we now assume that the solution operator S:F -> G is linear and continuous with F a separable Banach space and G a separable Hilbert space. Let /x be a Gaussian measure defined on the Borel sets of F and let C^ be its correlation operator. We assume, without loss of generality, that the mean element of /x is zero. Then the a priori measure v = \iS~l on G is also Gaussian with mean zero and correlation operator C V :G* -» G satisfying QL^SiC^LS^VLtG*.
A. Radius of information and an optimal error algorithm. Given nonadaptive
7 *, we may assume with no loss of generality that the L t are orthonormalized so that L^C^Lf) = S tJ . Then (Lee and Wasilkowski [1986] ) /x x = [iN~l is a Gaussian measure defined on the Borel sets of R" with mean zero and the identity as its correlation operator (matrix). Thus,
The conditional measure ju 2 (* | y) on F whose existence was asserted earlier is also Gaussian with mean n 7-1 Furthermore, its correlation operator is independent of y and is given by
Note that C^N{L t ) = 0 Vi and that LiC^L, 
*(y) = t yjSc^Lj)
is an optimal error algorithm since it is the mean of the a posteriori distribution. The algorithm $ can be expressed in the form $(y) = So(y% where o:N(F) -> F has two key properties:
(ii) Among interpolants satisfying (i), a has minimal norm with respect to a certain norm depending on p (a is a p-spline) .
For this reason $ is referred to as a p-spline algorithm (see Wasilkowski and Wozniakowski [1982] ).
More generally, Lee and Wasilkowski [1986] establish the optimality of 0 assuming only that G is a linear space (not necessarily normed), that S is linear (not necessarily continuous), and for a general error criterion (including the one we have discussed with an arbitrary p e [1, OO)).
Continuing the Hubert space development, we summarize and push ahead by stating the following theorem. PROOF. See Papageorgiou and Wasilkowski [1986] . The result of part (b) can be interpreted as follows. Before any computation has been done (via N) we only know the a priori measure v and the best approximation to elements g = Sf is zero (the mean of v) with average error [trace(Q)] 1/2 . Formally this corresponds to the zero information operator whose average radius is given by r ave (0) = [trace(C")] 1/2 . Thus, trace(Q) measures the a priori uncertainty when only the formulation of the problem is known. After the computation of y = N( f ), the best approximation is the mean of the a posteriori measure v(M\y); and the trace of its correlation operator measures the a posteriori uncertainty r âye (N) = [trace(Q ^)] 1/2 . The quantity T," ==l \\S(C fX Lj)\\ 2 , the difference between these two trace values, depends on the solution operator S, the a priori measure \x (through its correlation operator), and the information operator N. The larger this difference is, the better the information provided by N. Under the assumptions of Theorem 9 the optimal error algorithm is linear. It would be nice to extend Theorem 9 to more general spaces and measures.
OPEN PROBLEM 5. Find general conditions on the spaces F and G and on the measure JU under which there exists a linear optimal error algorithm in the average case.
B. Adaptive vs. nonadaptive information in the average case. In surveying the question of whether adaption is more powerful than nonadaption for linear problems in an average case setting, we encounter a small surprise. While generally paralleling the results of the worst case, average case results are, in a sense, even stronger. We assume that the solution operator S : F -> G is linear and that F is a separable Banach space equipped with a probability measure \x. We make no assumptions on G other than that it be a normed linear space.
Let N a be adaptive information with fixed cardinality n (n(f) = n V/eF). Thus, L 2 (/;^1) PROOF. This result was proved by Traub, Wasilkowski, and Wozniakowski [1984] when F and G are finite-dimensional Hubert spaces and /x is an elliptically contoured measure, and by Wasilkowski and Wozniakowski [1984a] when F and G are separable Hubert spaces and JU is orthogonally invariant. With no conditions on G (other than that it be a linear space), the result was extended by Wasilkowski [1986b] to a separable Hubert space F with a Gaussian measure; and by Lee and Wasilkowski [1986] to a separable Banach space F with a Gaussian measure.
With information of varying cardinality, Wasilkowski [1986a] shows that, while adaptive information can be more powerful, there are reasonable hypotheses under which adaption does not help. Furthermore, even in the general case, there exists equally powerful "nonadaptive" information provided we allow its cardinality n( ƒ ) to have one of two values.
C Note that <ï> opt is the truncated Fourier series of the solution element Sf with respect to the orthonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors of the correlation operator C v .
We illustrate Theorem 11 by the multivariate approximation problem studied by Papageorgiou and Wasilkowski [1986] with zero boundary conditions. The radius of information for N* is given by
The problem of optimal information in the average case setting becomes technically much more difficult if A is a proper subset of F*. In many practically important cases the only Hnear functional that can be computed are function evaluations. For example, let F be a space of scalar or multivariate functions ƒ defined on a domain ti ç IR^. Then LeAifL(/)=/(/) for some t e Q. Some interesting work on optimal choice of evaluation points (called the optimal design problem in the statistical literature) can be found in Ylvisaker [1975] and Wahba [1971] . We thus propose:
OPEN PROBLEM 6. For the general Hnear problem (or significant subclasses thereof) find «th optimal information consisting of function evaluations. The case of multivariate functions seems especially interesting.
Assuming now that A = F* and investigating e-complexity we must consider e-approximations using information operators N for which r awe (N) < e. Using the result of Theorem 10 (adaption does not help), we can restrict ourselves to nonadaptive information N. Proceeding in parallel fashion to what we did in the worst case, let m(e) = min{cardinahty of N : r* vc (N) < e).
From the results just developed above for r ave (N ), we then have m(e) = mmln:
where the Xj are the eigenvalues of the correlation operator C v for the measure v = ixS~l. By applying the algorithm O opt described above to the m(e)th optimal information N* (e) we conclude that cm(e) < comp ave (e) < (c + 2)m(e) -1.
Here c is the cost of a single continuous linear functional evaluation and we assume that each addition and scalar multiplication in G costs unity. If combinatory cost is dominated by information cost (c » 1), we obtain comp ave (e) « cm(e). We conclude that the information N* (e) and the algorithm O opt are almost optimal. As in the worst case, it can be shown that the average e-complexity can go to infinity arbitrarily fast for any £ > 0. Thus linear problems can also be intractable in the average case setting.
As in the worst case setting, we believe that for many linear problems the e-complexity is approximately proportional to the e-cardinality number m(e).
OPEN PROBLEM 7. Obtain general conditions on the spaces F and G, the linear operator S, the measure /A, and the class of allowable linear functionals A such that comp(e) « cm(e).
VI. Concluding comments.
We have concentrated on worst case and average case settings for treating error and cost, as embodied in the definitions of radius of information, £-complexity, and algorithm optimaHty. A variety of other settings are possible-we briefly mention two of them here. In a probabilistic setting we relax the worst case requirement that the error be at most e for all problem elements in the domain F. Instead we work with a probability measure on F and a parameter 8 e [0,1] and we require that the error be at most e for a set of elements of measure at least 1 -8. The cost in such a setting can be defined as in either our worst or average case treatments and either with or without concern about sets of measure < 8. The reader is referred to Wasilkowski [1986a Wasilkowski [ , 1986b , Lee and Wasilkowski [1986] , and Wozniakowski [1986b] for some of the initial work in this new setting.
Another setting is motivated by the fact that it may be very difficult to determine the optimal information operator N * of a given cardinality n and even if it is found we may have r(S,N*)= oo. In such cases one may be able to fix ƒ e F and approximate S(f) by a convergent sequence of algorithm values. For obvious reasons this approach is referred to as the asymptotic setting. See Trojan [1984] and Wasilkowski and Wozniakowski [1984b] for the first general treatment of the asymptotic setting. Earlier Traub [1961 Traub [ , 1964 studied the asymptotic setting for the solution of nonlinear equations. This was the first work which utiHzed information-centered arguments in complexity theory.
If, in conjunction with the various options for settings, we allow for different choices of error criteria such as absolute (the one we have used), relative, and normahzed, we obtain a small combinatorial explosion of possible settings for information-based complexity (see Wozniakowski [1986c] for analysis of integration with respect to some of these possible settings). To complicate matters further, it may sometimes be appropriate to work in mixed settings where, for instance, error might be measured in the worst case and cost in the average case.
Our focus has been on theoretical aspects of information-based complexity. Much interesting work is also being done to relate the theory to more applied branches of mathematics. We cite a few examples in the paragraphs that follow.
For a survey of some results on approximate solution of linear partial differential and integral equations in the worst case setting see Werschulz [1985a] . To state one particular, Werschulz [1985b] considers the elliptic boundary value problem Lu = ƒ where L is a fixed linear elliptic operator and ƒ belongs to the unit ball in an appropriately chosen Sobolev norm. Note that this is an example of a linear problem since solution values depend linearly on ƒ. Werschulz [1982a Werschulz [ , 1982b gives necessary and sufficient conditions under which the finite element method is optimal.
We believe it is important to generalize this work by allowing the elliptic operator to vary, for instance, as a function of coefficients in the elliptic form. Then it is natural to assume partial information on L as well as on ƒ. The problem then becomes nonlinear.
OPEN PROBLEM 8. Find or estimate the e-complexity of the above nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem in the worst case or average case setting.
The following nonlinear constrained optimization problem is treated in Nemirovsky and Yudin [1983] : let B be a subset of a real Banach space, let E be a class of continuous real-valued functions on B, and let 
, m).
Given e > 0, sharp estimates are given on the number m(e) of function evaluations of ƒ and ƒ ' required to find S( ƒ ) within e. Thus, if B is convex and E consists of convex functions, m(e) = 0(ln(l/e)); while if B is compact of dimension d and E consists of r times continuously differentiable functions (not necessarily convex), m(e) = 0((e -1 )^/ r ). Nemirovsky and Yudin do not study combinatory cost and hence only obtain lower bounds on the e-complexity of this problem.
OPEN PROBLEM 9. Find or estimate the e-complexity for the above nonlinear optimization problems.
As our final applied example we mention the problem of solving the nonlinear equation f(x) = 0. This nonlinear problem is the subject of many papers in the worst case and asymptotic settings. A recent survey can be found in Sikorski [1985] . It would clearly be of interest to analyze this problem in an average case setting. Some significant results in this direction have been obtained by Smale [1985] and Shub and Smale [1985 under the assumption that ƒ is a polynomial of known degree. If, however, ƒ is merely assumed to be a smooth function, the average case analysis remains to be done. The choice of an a priori measure is by no means obvious.
OPEN PROBLEM 10. Develop general results on the solution of nonlinear equations in the average case setting.
With regard to future directions for work in information-based complexity, we mention several general areas. As indicated above, many settings, both pure and mixed, have yet to be seriously explored. Likewise, little has been done with models of computation other than the real number model to which we have restricted ourselves. Finally, we mention the realistic possibility that the problem domain F may not be precisely specifiable (thus, for instance, we may not know exactly how many times functions in a given class are differentiable). The challenge of finding algorithms that work well for problems from a variety of possible domains is picturesquely called the "fat F" problem. See Motornyj [1973] and Werschulz [1982a Werschulz [ , 1982b for some specialized results on this problem.
We have tried to highlight some of the interesting mathematics that has come into play in information-based complexity. A number of subject and application areas are clearly providing fruitful connections with the general theory. We believe, and our short Hst of open problems is one testimony to this, that information-based complexity offers much to interest and challenge mathematicians working in a variety of fields.
